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Loose Id, LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 310 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.5in. x 0.9in.Equilibrium Econ student Hansen Marks
has been hot for Sam MacLeod since they first bonded over their secret superpowers--literally hot, since Hansen can produce fire from thin air. But
soccer star Sam was always covered in girls, so Hansen kept his attraction in the closet and convinced himself that best friends was better than
nothing. When Sams electrical powers freak out in public, Hansen has a sinking feeling theyve been spotted by unfriendly eyes. While dealing with
the fallout, Sams emotional dependency on Hansen forces their mutual attraction to the surface. Even a er they give in, Hansen is afraid to admit
hes in love. Sam doesnt really like guys, hes just feeling vulnerable. . . right Just as their nights are heating up, it becomes clear Sams electrical
explosion was seen, and now someone has it in for both of them. Theyll have to save each other, both from the haters and from their own fears, if
they want to maintain equilibrium. Riot Boy Etienne never thought getting his pocket picked could lead to a first date. He knows the second he
catches punk boy Bradys eye that the guy is pure trouble, but Et cant resist his wicked sense of humor, pretty face, cold hands--and the piss o
swagger when Bradys on stage with his band doesnt hurt, either. From Rimbaud to Buzzcocks to Malbec to handcu s, they introduce each other to
their favorite pleasures, and the chemistry is unstoppable. But Brady disappears in the night, wont give Etienne a phone number, doesnt talk about
his past; Etiennes never known someone so hungry for a ection but with so many trust issues. Et would give all he has, but he has the feeling Brady
needs...
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